
Schr�odinger's Cyber-Cat: How to SimulateQuantum Mechanics on a ComputerDavid StrozziDepartment of Physics,Princeton UniversityAbstractWe consider three di�erent schemes for simulating quantum mechanical systemswith computers. This is a traditionally di�cult problem, with all known algorithmsfor modern computers needing unattainable storage and processor resources for the sim-plest simulations. For example, simulating the motion of n particles on a d-dimensionalspatial lattice with l lattice sites on a side requires � lnd storage space and processortime. Since one of the principal di�erences between classical and quantum physics isthat the latter is probabilistic, one is tempted to design a direct simulation, or emula-tion, of a quantum system on a probabilistic classical computer. However, the nonlocalnature of quantum mechanics, and the impossibility of reproducing its predictions withany hidden-variables theory, makes such an emulation impossible. In the last few years,algorithms have been developed for a quantum computer, or one which as a physicaldevice behaves quantum-mechanically, that can simulate many-particle systems withan exponential performance improvement over classical algorithms. We will study suchan algorithm developed by Boghosian and Taylor that performs the same simulationoutlined above using � ld memory and processor time for n� ld.



11 OverviewSimulations of physics, from rocketry to plasmas to the weather, have always been an impor-tant use of computers. Unfortunately, simulating quantum mechanics has invariably beenine�cient, with the needed time and memory growing exponentially with the size of thestudied system. All of these algorithms have been devised for classical machines, whosephysical parts are such that quantum mechanics may be neglected. The probabilistic natureof quantum mechanics suggests that a classical, probabilistic computer may be able to sim-ulate quantum systems more e�ciently. Such a machine would not return the same outputevery time it runs a given algorithm on the same output; instead, the distribution of outputafter many runs would approach that of the quantum system being simulated. This hopeis shattered by the fact that quantum mechanics is not a local theory, in that no classicalhidden-variable theory can reproduce its results. \Quantum computers," or devices domi-nated by quantum e�ects, o�er new possibilities for e�cient simulations of quantum physics.Quantum algorithms have developed which simulate quantum systems with memory andtime that is exponentially better than classical computers.In this paper, we compare the simulation of quantum mechanics on these three kinds ofcomputers. We develop a simulation of nonrelativistic particles governed by the Schr�odingerequation on a deterministic classical computer and estimate its memory needs and runningtime. We will then study the nonlocal nature of quantum theory via the EPR paradox andBell's inequalities, and see why they prevent us from emulating a quantum system on a prob-abilistic classical computer. We then explore the general structure of a quantum computer,and closely study Taylor's exponentially-faster simulation of the motion of such particles.Our motivation here is threefold. First, an e�cient qunatum simulation is an intrinsicallyinteresting result, with signi�cant practical rami�cations if ever implemented experimentally.Because this simulation runs on a quantum computer, studying it will elucidate the basicideas of quantum computation. In addition, trying to simulate quantum physics will deepenour understanding of quantum theory itself.



22 Simulations on a Deterministic Classical ComputerLet us now develop an algorithm for simulating quantum mechanics on a classical, determin-istic, digital computer. A deterministic computer is one which, given a certain input andalgorithm, will always return the same output. As a physical device, this means that spec-ifying the current state of the computer and its input will uniquely specify how it evolves.It is possible to conceive of computers which do not appear to behave deterministically butobey classical physics on a microscopic or \hidden" level. We will clarify these concepts andconsider the prospects for quantum-mechanical simulations on such a device in detail below.I stipulate the computer is digital to distinguish it from an analog machine. For example,one could easily build an analog integrator from just a capacitor and a resistor. Whileanalog computers have been used in the past and can be blindingly fast, their circuitry mustbe speci�cally tailored to the computation they perform. Analog computers are thereforesingle-purpose, as opposed to the digital computers in use today which can execute a hugevariety of programs. In fact, the theory of algorithms is based upon the assumption that akind of computer called a Turing machine can compute any algorithm we'd be interested incomputing. A full discussion of Turing machines is not important here, and the interestedreader should consult [1]. The relevant result from computer science is that digital computerscan serve as Turing machines, and can therefore calculate a wide range of algorithms. Thebasic functions performed by a digital computer are logical operations acting on two bits(or binary digits), or 2-bit logic gates. Since any 2-bit logic gate can be constructed froma series of one logic gate (such as the NOT AND or NAND gate) [2], digital computersare easy to construct: simply �gure out how to build this gate, and then wire a largenumber of them together. While it is straightforward to write a calculator or a text editorfor a digital computer, implementing them on an analog computer requires developing twospeci�c analog circuits. For these reasons, analog computers have fallen by the wayside, andonly a discussion of digital computers would relate to current technology.Another di�erence between analog and digital computers is that they store continuous



3and discrete values, respectively. Following standard practice, we assume digital computersstore information as a series of bits (ie, a string of 0's and 1's). We store each bit in aphysical system that has only two accessible states, such as a switch being on or o�, or thevoltage on a transistor being HIGH or LOW. Since we can arrange a �nite number of bitsa �nite number of ways, the value represented by these bits varies over a �nite, discreterange. Therefore, to simulate any physical system on a digital computer, we must �nd adiscrete, �nite model for space and time so that we can store space and time coordinates.We treat space as a d-dimensional array of points spaced �x apart with l lattice sites to aside, similar to a crystal lattice. Our time jumps discontinuously in steps of �t and startsat t0. We choose units where �h = �t = �x = 1; we can do this since we have three units toscale: mass, length, and time.Just as we need to discretize space and time, we must also �nd a way to store thewavefunction 	 of the simulated system on a digital computer. Recall that 	 is a complex-valued function of some set of variables needed to completely specify the system's state. Fora single particle, we will use its three spatial coordinates to specify its state (along witha spin wavefunction which we ignore here), so that 	 is in e�ect a function of the spatialcoordinates and time. However, when considering a multi-particle system, 	 is evaluatednot at every point in space but at every point in the con�guration space of the whole systemfr1; r2; :::; rng, where ri is the position of the ith particle. One way to represent 	 on ourcomputer is to use the positions of the particles to specify their state, and record the valueof 	 at every point of this dn-dimensional lattice. To store the values of 	, we can treatthe complex plane as a �nite, two-dimensional lattice just as we did space, and then recorda complex number as a pair of real numbers (the real and imaginary part).Consider the simple case of a particle moving on a 1-dimensional lattice l points long. Itwill start at some initial location x0 at time t0, and then di�use via the Schr�odinger equation.A measurement of the system will �nd the particle at one lattice site, and all the other onesunoccupied. 	 evaluates to a complex number at each lattice site, so we need to specify



4the amplitude of 	 at all l lattice sites. The time evolution of our nonrelativistic system isgoverned by the Schr�odinger equation, which in 1 dimension isi@	[x; t]@t = H[x; t]	[x; t] = � 12m @2	@x2 + V [x]	1; (1)where m denotes the particle mass and H the Hamiltonian operator. Since our space andtime are discrete, we can simplify the notation by writing 	i;j � 	[x0 + i; t0 + j] (recallthat we've set the x and t spacing to 1). Eqn. (1) involves continuous functions and theirderivatives, so we must make a discrete approximation to this equation in order to simulateit on our computer. Besides evaluating 	 and V at discretely-spaced lattice sites, we alsomust replace derivatives with �nite fractions:@	[x; t]@t = lim�t!0 	[x; t+�t]� 	[x; t]�t ! 	i;j+1 �	i;j: (2)Making a similar substitution for @	@x , we can write a discrete version of (1):	i;j+1�	i;j = �12m @@x(	i+1;j�	i;j)+V [x]	i;j = �12m(	i+2;j�2	i+1;j+	i;j)+V [x]	i;j: (3)Solving for 	i;j+1, we have	i;j+1 = 	i;j � �12m(	i+2;j � 2	i+1;j +	i;j) + V [x]	i;j: (4)This formula gives us an algorithm to calculate how 	 evolves over time on a digital,classical, deterministic computer, which is precisely a simulation. What is the running timefor such an algorithm? To �nd 	i;j+1, we must apply eqn. (4) for each of the l lattice pointsof our 1-dimensional space. Since the number operations � needed to evaluate eqn. (4)does not depend on 	 or l, the running time is � l. It is common practice in computerscience to neglect constant factors and only keep the fastest-growing term when estimating1Here, as in Mathematica, [...] denotes the argument of a function, (...) denotes grouping.



5an algorithm's running time. Doing that here, we approximate the running time of oursimulation as l.We can now generalize our analysis to d-dimensional space and n particles. The onlydi�erence in d dimensions is that the number of lattice sites is ld instead of l: we canthink of the space as a direct product of d linear lattices. Since we need to store the valueof 	 at each point on the lattice, we need ld values. The wavefunction of a system of ndistinguishable particles is a linear combination of tensor products of single-particle basisstates: 	 = P ci1i2:::in i1 
  i2 
 ::: 
  in . Since there are ld possible single-particle states,we must keep track of ld � ld � ::: � ld = lnd amplitudes c. To advance 	 in time, we needto apply eqn. (4) as before. If the particles are identical, we must either symmetrize orantisymmetrize 	, depending on whether we have boson or fermions. This constraint willreduce the number of independent basis states for 	, and we will only need to store � 1n! lndcoe�cients. This will not stop the exponential explosion of the memory needed, so we willassume the particles are distinguishable for simplicity.Unfortunately, the amount of storage space and running time needed for such a simulationis ridiculous. If we have 20 particles moving on a 3-dimensional lattice with 10 sites on eachside, this requires ldn = 1060 complex numbers. If we allocate 32 bits (4 bytes) for eachreal number (as many compilers do by default), we would need 2 � 32 � 1060 = 64 � 1060bits to store 	 (for indistinguishable particles this becomes � 1042, which is still huge).Considering a terabyte holds (210)4 � 8 � 1013 bits and that the world's largest databasesare on the order of terabytes, building a machine with enough memory for our simulation isunthinkable. Since the running time is proportional to the number of amplitude coe�cientswe need, we must perform � 1060 operations to advance the simulation one time step. Thefastest computers available today perform � 1012 instructions per second, again making oursimulation impossible.



63 Simulations on a Probabilistic Classical ComputerOur attempt to simulate quantum mechanics with reasonable computing resources failedmiserably. However, some very complex classical systems have been successfully simulatedon computers, such as the solar system. What di�erences between classical and quantummechanics make it so hard to simulate the second but easy to simulate the �rst? Probably themost-emphasized di�erence between the two is the probabilistic nature of quantum mechan-ics. Quantum mechanics only allows us to predict the probability we will observe a systemin a given state; on the other hand, classical physics tells us precisely how a system willevolve given its initial state. This suggests we consider using a computer that itself behavesprobabilitistically to simulate quantum systems. A \probabilistic" computer is one whichdoes not always return the same output when running the same algorithm on the same input.Such a machine appears in computer science as the notion of the nondeterministic Turingmachine [1]. In this section, we will study the prospect of e�ciently simulating quantummechanics on a nondeterministic Turing machine, or a classical probabilistic computer.If our computer itself behaves \classically," how can it be probabilistic - won't the com-puter, as a physical system, evolve deterministically from its initial to �nal state? One wayto build such a machine is to use a statistical or chaotic system. For instance, consider a boxwith a mole of gas molecules in it. Classical mechanics holds that this system is deterministicon the level of molecular motion. However, it is impossible for us to analyze a system of� 1023 particles by keeping track of their individual trajectories. We instead look at macro-scopic properties such as temperature and pressure. We can use this apparatus to performprobabilistic computation, say by counting the number of molecules which strike a smallregion of the container wall in a �xed time. What separates such a probabilistic system froma quantum system? As we shall see below, the di�erence is that quantum systems are non-local, while classical systems are local. While there are variables which cause a probabilisticclassical system to evolve deterministically, they remain \hidden" from us, causing us to seethe system as probabilisitic. No such hidden variables can underlie quantum mechanics, so



7a probabilistic and local computer cannot accurately simulate quantum systems [3].Since the resources necessary to store all the independent components of the wavefunctionare unattainable, we will instead try to construct a computer which when observed yields thesame probability distribution as the quantum system being studied. In e�ect, we are lookingfor a probabilistic classical system which can replicate all the behaviors of a quantum one.To do this, we will interpret our computer being in a certain physical state to represent thequantum system being in a certain state 	. We will then run our computer many times,and know to within a certain statistical accuracy the probability that the quantum systemevolves to a certain �nal state. In general, the computer will start in some initial state 	0(since the state of the computer corresponds to the simulated system being in some state	, we will for simplicity describe the state of the computer by the 	 it represents). Therewill be some set of states to which the computer can evolve, with each transition occurringwith some probability. In the next cycle, there will be some new set of target states, withthe probabilities of transition depending on the current state 	1, and so on.We can formalize this evolution as follows. Suppose we simulate a single particle movingon a discrete line of l lattice sites. Our computer could consist of a set of two-state physicalsystems, with each one corresponding to the presence or absence of a particle at a speci�edlattice site. The state of the particle is completely speci�ed by the state of the system ateach lattice point. Using si to denote the state of the ith lattice site and P for probability,we have P [	j+1 = fs01:::s0lg] = X	j=fs1:::slg (P [	j = fs1:::slg]P [fs1:::slg ! fs01:::s0lg]) : (5)Since P [s1:::sl ! s01:::s0l] = P [s1 ! s01j	j] � ::: � P [s0l ! s0lj	j] = Qlk=1 P [ik ! s0kj	j], wherej	j denotes given a certain 	j,P [	j+1 = fs01:::s0lg] =X	j  P [	j] lYk=1P [sk ! s0kj	j]! : (6)



8This approach accurately represents what physically happens in a quantum system: givenan initial state, the system will evolve with some probability to one of a set of �nal states.However, when we specify that our probabilistic computer is classical, and therefore local,this simulation cannot reproduce quantum e�ects.We will see why this is by discussing the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (hereafter EPR) para-dox and Bell's inequalities, which clearly demonstrate the nonlocality of quantum physics.The EPR Paradox was proposed in 1935 to show why quantum mechanics was unsatisfactory.EPR assert that any acceptable physical theory should be \complete," meaning any predic-tion that can be made with unit probability must correspond to an element of physical reality[4]. For example, classical mechanics dictates that momentum is conserved. Accordingly, ifan initially at-rest rocket explodes into two pieces and I observe half of it with momentum p,I know with certainty that the other half has momentum �p. The completeness of classicalmechanics would imply that there exist a physically real entity corresponding to this de�niteprediction (here, it would be the half of the rocket with momentum �p). The other propertyEPR demand of any physical theory is locality, or that no e�ects propagate instantly (ie,there is no action at a distance).We illustrate the EPR paradox by studying a system with no total spin which decays intotwo spin-1/2 particles, as suggested by D. Bohm. Suppose the particles, labeled 1 and 2,travel in opposite directions away from the common source. We know that the total spin ofthe system is 0, so measuring Sz;1 (the z-spin of 1) immediately tells us Sz;2 (it will be �Sz;1).Since we can predict this fact about 2 with unit probability, completeness implies a real entityexists which corresponds to 2 having this z-spin. We know this certain fact about 2 instantlyafter making our observation, so the corresponding real entity must exist immediately afterwe measure 1. However, if we wait for 1 and 2 to be far apart before measuring, and if thisreal entity came into existence exactly when we make our measurement, we would have aninstantaneous e�ect. Therefore, the real entity must exist before we make our measurement.Note that regardless of the value we get for Sz;1, Sz;2 will have a de�nite value, so some



9corresponding real entity must exist before we measure 1.The problem occurs if we were to measure Sx;1 instead of Sz;1. Following the same logicas above, this would tell us exactly the value of Sx;2. Therefore, some real entity exists beforewe measure Sx;1 which corresponds to Sx;2 having a de�nite value. However, Sz;1 and Sx;1 donot commute, so if we measure Sz;1, we induce an uncertainty in Sx;1 and also in Sx;2. But,we just established that there must be a real entity corresponding to Sx;2 having a de�nitevalue before we measure 1 ! If such a real entity exists before we make our measurement, andif we perform the same experiment many times, how could the observer at 2 get di�erentvalues of Sx;2? Quantum mechanics must therefore be incomplete or contain actions at adistance.The so-called EPR Paradox has sparked a 50-year debate about the nature and validityof quantum mechanics. Physicists who agree with EPR have searched for a theory whichreproduces the statistical predictions of quantum mechanics, but is still local and complete.Such theories have been dubbed \hidden-variable" theories, since they rely on some otherphysical quantities not yet observed determining the value of the observed quantum variables.In other words, there would exist some classical variable � which completely determines thevalues of observables such as spin (having a set of such �'s would not change the spirit ofour analysis). Not knowing about this variable, we would na��vely think that spin and otherquantum observables behave probabilistically. However, a result known as Bell's inequalitiesconstrains the statistical predictions of any hidden-variables theory in ways that quantumtheory violates. With the experimental veri�cation of these forbidden predictions, physicistshave by and large rejected the hope of �nding a hidden-variable quantum theory.Suppose there are two observers who will measure the spin of 1 along some direction âand of 2 along b̂, both in the plane perpendicular to the motion of the particles (see �gure 1).Denote the results of our measurements by A and B respectively, both of which can onlytake on values of �1 (when we measure spin along an axis, we get up or down. We alsoneglect the factor of �h=2 that would normally be here). If our hidden-variable theory is
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q = q1 - q2Figure 1: Diagram of EPR experimentcomplete, the value of � should be su�cient to determine the results of our measurement.If we stipulate that each observer chooses the direction along which to measure instantlybefore measuring, then the local nature of our theory requires that A and B not be functionsof b̂ and â, respectively (that is, the direction which the other observer chooses). Thisreasoning implies that A = A[â; �] and B = B[b̂; �]. Also, the fact that the total spin of thesystem is zero along any direction implies A[â; �] = �B[â; �]. Let us further assume thatthe distribution of � is normalized to unity: R p[�]d� = 1. If we measure A and B manytimes for �xed values of â and b̂, the average value isC[â; b̂] = Z p[�]A[â; �]B[b̂; �]d�: (7)We use C because it reects the correlation between the two measurements: C is 1 if themeasurements agree (both up or both down) and -1 if they do not.The crucial step in establishing Bell's inequalities is to consider the classical correlationdi�erence �C � C[â; b̂]� C[â; ĉ], where b̂ 6= ĉ. From eqn. (7), we have�C = Z p[�](A[â; �]B[b̂; �]� A[â; �]B[ĉ; �])d�= � Z p[�]A[â; �]A[b̂; �](1 + A[b̂; �]B[ĉ; �])d�: (8)We arrived at the last line by using (A[b̂; �])2 = 1 for any direction b̂. Recall from analysis



11that j R f [x]dxj � R jf [x]jdx. Applying this to eqn. (8),j�C j � Z jp[�]j ���A[â; �]B[b̂; �]��� ���(1 + A[b̂; �]B[ĉ; �])��� d�= Z p[�](1 + A[b̂; �]B[ĉ; �])d�= Z p[�]d�+ Z p[�]A[b̂; �]B[ĉ; �])d� = 1 + C[b̂; ĉ]) ����C [â; b̂; ĉ]��� � 1 + C[b̂; ĉ]: (9)We have used the fact that p[�] is normalized to unity, that A only takes on values of �1,and that AB is no less than -1 (so that 1+AB is nonnegative). Eqn. (9) is one of a family ofsuch relations known as Bell's inequalities, �rst derived by J. S. Bell in 1964 [5].We will now analyze the same experiment from the quantum standpoint, and see thatquantum mechanics predicts violations of eqn. (9). Our system consists of 2 identical spin-1/2 fermions with a total spin of 0, and must therefore be in the singlet state. Choosing �(�) to denote the z spin-up (-down) eigenstate and ẑ = â, the system's overall wavefunction� = 1p2 (�1�2 � �1�2). Let Sa;1 denote the spin of particle 1 along the direction â. We knowthat Sa;1 = S � â = ���[1] � â, where ��� contains the three Pauli spin matrices and we againneglect factors of �h=2. We wish to make a joint measurement of the spin of 1 along â and2 along b̂. As before, we consider an observable called the correlation, which returns 1 ifthe two measurements agree and -1 if they do not. The operator for correlation is then���[1] � â���[2] � b̂. De�ning C to be the expectation value of such a joint measurement, we haveC[â; b̂] = h� ������[1] � â���[2] � b̂����i= 12h�1�2 � �2�1 j�z;1 (�z;2 cos � + �x;2 sin �)j�1�2 � �2�1iC[â; b̂] = � cos �: (10)



12to arrive at eqn. (10), note that C has 4 terms involving �z;1�z;2, which together yield � cos �.Since �x acting on a spin-z eigenstate returns �1 on a 50-50 basis, the 4 terms involving�z;1�x;2 vanish. To compare this with Bell's inequality, we calculate �Q[â; b̂; ĉ] � C[â; b̂] �C[â; ĉ] = � cos �ab + cos �ac. Choose �ab = �=3 and �ac = 2�=3. Thus, �Q = � cos[�=3] +cos[2�=3] = �1, and 1 + C[b̂; ĉ] = 1� cos[�=3] = 1=2. For these values of �ab and �bc,����Q[â; b̂; ĉ]��� = 1 > 1 + C[b̂; ĉ] = 12 ; (11)in violation of Bell's inequality.Eqn. (11) has profound implications for quantum theory. The only assumptions we madein deriving Bell's inequality (eqn. (9)) was that there exists a classical analog of the wavefunc-tion, �, which completely describes the system, and that the system's evolution was local.This allowed us to assume that A did not depend on b̂, and write A = A[�; â]. If quantummechanics violates Bell's inequality, then it violates the assumption of locality. The beauty ofBell's inequality resides in its production of a parameter � whose measurement would eitherinvalidate quantum mechanics, or rule out all possible hidden-variable theories. Extensiveexperiments performed by A. Aspect in the 1980s, using photons and polarizers instead ofspin-1/2 particles, have vindicated quantum theory [6]. Nonetheless, the idea of a nonlocaluniverse is very counterintuitive and even disturbing. Heisenberg asserted that a nonlocaltheory is unsatisfactory if it allows us to transmit a signal, or communicate, instantaneously[7]. However, when we observe the spin of 1, we collapse the entire system's wavefunctioninstantly, but we cannot control what value we measure, and therefore what value Sz;2 as-sumes. Quantum mechanics therefore does not allow faster-than-light communication, whichled Heisenberg to conclude it is consistent with special relativity.By showing that no hidden-variable theory can reproduce the results of quantum me-chanics, we have also destroyed our hope of constructing a probabilistic, local computerthat can simulate quantum mechanics! When we say a classical system is probabilistic, thismeans that deterministic laws govern its evolution; we just aren't keeping track of them.



13Thus, when we reset our gaseous computer with the same macroscopic parameters, we stillmeasure di�erent numbers of collisions during each run. We believe that there are hiddenvariables, namely the precise microscopic positions and momenta of the gas molecules, thatcause the system's evolution to actually be local and causal. Bell's inequality shows thatno such hidden-variable theory can be at work underneath quantum mechanics. If we couldemulate a quantum system with a probabilistic classical computer, we would in e�ect bebasing quantum mechanics on a hidden-variable theory. Our proposed emulation would notbe ine�cient; it would be wrong.4 Simulations on a Quantum ComputerSo far, we have tried to use both deterministic and nondeterministic classical computers tosimulate quantum mechanics. We will now consider computers whose behavior is dominatedby quantum mechanics. As we showed above, quantum systems are not governed by anylocal theory, so the di�culty encountered with trying to use a probabilistic classical computerdisappears. We will present an algorithm which simulates the motion of n nonrelativisticparticles on a lattice in a time proportional to ld, as long as n � ld. This represents anexponential improvement over our simulation on a deterministic classical computer, whichrequires storage space and running time of � lnd.The machine we will study is a quantum version of the digital computer, or Turingmachine. The data in such a quantum computer is stored in discrete units called quantumbits, or \qubits." The number of qubits we can store in a quantum system, q, is determinedby dH = 2q, where dH=dimension of the system's Hilbert space. We usually consider a set ofsystems which can be in only two possible states, labelled j0i and j1i. A common illustrationof this is an array of spin-1/2 particles. Since each particle can be in either the spin-up orspin-down state, a system of m such particles requires a 2m-dimensional Hilbert space, sothe system can store m qubits.We know how to store data, but how can we manipulate it? In analogy with digital



14computers, we will operate on data with logic gates, and build all our algorithms from them.For simplicity, we will only consider quantum logic gates that act on two qubits and return athird. Acting on data with a logic gate involves performing a certain physical process on thedata. In this light, computers are nothing more than devices for doing physics experiments -we humans interpret the initial conditions, the experiment being done, and the �nal stateto represent certain information and algorithms. On a quantum computer, a logic gatemanifests itself as the evolution of a quantum system subjected to a certain Hamiltonian. Asa quantum systems, our quantum computer evolves according to the Schr�odinger equation:i	[x; t]@t = H [x; t] = �12mr2	+ V [x]	: (12)Since this equation involves the �rst time derivative of 	, we can use it to determine 	 atany time t if we know 	 at some prior time t0. We can then construct an evolution operatorU such that 	[t] = U [t0; t]	[t0]. Any elementary quantum mechanics text, such as [8], showsU is related to H by U [t0; t] = exp[�iH(t� t0)]: (13)Since H is a Hermitian operator, and the exponential of any Hermitian operator multipliedby i is a unitary operator, the evolution operator U is unitary. All unitary operators areinvertible, implying that the evolution of a quantum system must be reversible. In particular,quantum logic gates must be reversible processes. There exists a set of reversible gates, NOT(1-bit), CONTROLLED NOT (2-bit), and CONTROLLED CONTROLLED NOT (3-bit),which can generate all 2-bit logic gates [2]. This makes quantum computers in principle quitepowerful, since knowing how to build these three gates and store qubits is enough to builda computer that can perform a huge class of algorithms. See [9] for a thorough overview ofquantum computing.We now turn to the speci�c problem of simulating a quantum system on a quantumcomputer. We start with the simple case of one free particle moving on a lattice l sites



15long. We will write the particle's wavefunction over the basis states j1i; j2i; :::; jli, where jiidenotes the state where the particle is located at the ith lattice site. We will represent thison our quantum computer by an array of l qubits. When we observe a qubit, we will �ndit in either the state j0i or j1i, and we will take this to mean that site is either unoccupiedor occupied. If we assume that at most one particle can occupy a point in space, thensuch a scheme of l qubits forms a basis for a system of l particles moving on the lattice.Although we initially restrict our attention to the 1-particle subspace, the ability to simulatea multi-particle system with no extra memory will yield an exponential improvement overthe classical simulation described in section 2.We can write the single-particle wavefunction  [t] as [t] = lXi=1 cijii: (14)We must now �nd an evolution operator D such that [t+ 1] = D [t] (15)and D reduces to the U given by exp[iH(t�t0)] in the limit of continuous space and time. Wewill also require thatD is unitary and can be implemented by a series of two-qubit logic gates.We present an operator found by Boghosian and Taylor, which acts on the Hilbert space forall the qubits but reduces to the Schr�odinger equation on the single-particle subspace [10].We de�ne two operators on the single-particle subspace
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b 0 0 0 � � � 0 0 0 a0 b a 0 � � � 0 0 0 00 a b 0 � � � 0 0 0 00 0 0 b � � � 0 0 0 0... . . . ...0 0 0 0 � � � b 0 0 00 0 0 0 � � � 0 b a 00 0 0 0 � � � 0 a b 0a 0 0 0 � � � 0 0 0 b

1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA (16)
where jaj2+ jbj2 = 1 and ab�+a�b = 0 so that both operators are unitary (* denotes complexconjugate). We can write an algorithm with these two unitary operators that yields themotion of a single particle:  [t+ 2] = D1D2 [t]: (17)The crucial fact about these operators is that they can be constructed from an operators which acts only on 2 qubits: s = 0BBBBBBBBBB@

1 0 0 00 b a 00 a b 00 0 0 1
1CCCCCCCCCCA (18)

The authors of [10] show that the operator D1 � D2 does indeed reduce to the Schr�odingerequation, with the potential V [x] = 0. We now have a two-qubit operator that simulates themotion of a single particle on a linear lattice. It requires l qubits (one at each lattice site),and o�ers no improvement over the classical algorithm of section 1.The real power of the quantum computer resides in its ability to simulate many identicalparticles moving on the lattice without storing any more qubits. To simulate the motion ofa single particle, we only studied the single-particle subspace of the larger, l-particle Hilbertspace spanned by the l qubits. For a system of n particles, the wavefunction 	[x1; x2; :::; xn] =P ci1:::in i1 
 i2 
 : : :
 in , a linear combinations of all states with n lattice sites occupied.The only thing preventing a direct generalization to n particles of our earlier method isthat the operator s fails to include particle interactions. Suppose the potential in the n-



17particle problem can be expressed in terms of pairwise functions of the distance between twoparticles. We can implement this potential as an operation which at every time step actson each 2-qubit pair. This will not increase the storage space at all, and will only add aconstant number of instructions to each time step. The memory and running time will bothgrow like l, instead of growing like ln in the classical case (d=1 for now).Although our approach encounters some problems when we generalize to d dimensions,we can modify it so that the memory and time requirements grow only as l for n � ld.The astute reader will have noticed that the endpoints of the linear lattice evolve di�erentlyunder the operators D1 and D2 discussed above, and in general that the 2d corners of spacewill behave this way as well. Moreover, if only one particle can occupy a lattice site at atime, we cannot model collisions in a way that is symmetric in all directions. The authors of[10] propose using a Quantum Lattice-Gas Automaton to solve these di�culties. The basicidea is to allow one particle at each lattice site for each direction of motion on a lattice; in 2dimensions, for instance, there are 4 possible directions to move, and in d dimensions thereare 2d. We can do this if the lattice is sparsely populated (ie, n � ld), since the likelihoodof two particles occupying the same lattice site with the same velocity will then be small.We will now in e�ect have 2dld lattice sites, and therefore have a 2dld-dimensional Hilbertspace. The time required to advance the simulation on step in time will scale like d2ld, sincewe must consider collisions between all 2d possible particles at a lattice site with particlesin neighboring sites. We see that these resource estimates are independent of n, and areexponentially smaller than the lnd needed on a digital computer. For the same numbers usedabove, (l; n; d) = (10; 20; 3), we will need only 6 � 103 = 6000 qubits of storage space and� 9000 instructions, as opposed to the 1060 needed by a classical computer.We have a theoretical algorithm for simulating quantum systems with manageable re-sources, but it is still unclear how exactly we can extract results from our quantum computer.The simulated system's wavefunction is stored in the computer's qubits, which we must some-how measure. Unfortunately, measuring any part of the computer will collapse it into an



18eigenstate, and disturb the information contained in the other qubits! The only way toproceed is to run the algorithm many times and record how frequently we �nd the machinein a given state. This will lets us know, to some statistical certainty, the magnitude of thecoe�cients of the wavefunction, or the probability of �nding the system in the correspondingeigenstate. This is the best we can do in a quantum-mechanical experiment anyway, since thetheory is inherently probabilistic and the phases of the amplitude coe�cients do not inuencethe distribution of the results of measurement (that is, they are not directly measurable).It is also important to realize that the idea we use here to get answers from a quantumcomputer matches the analysis behind the classical probabilistic computer in section 3. Theonly di�erence between our quantum algorithm and the classical-probabilistic approach isthat the physics underlying the latter kind of computer prevented it from reproducing thestatistical predictions of quantum mechanics.5 Conclusions and Future ProspectsThe quantum algorithm described above for simulating quantum mechanics o�ers an expo-nential speedup over the classical approach presented in section 2. Another exciting result isthe algorithm developed by Shor for factoring large numbers in polynomial time: all knownclassical algorithms are slow, exponential-time ones [11]. These developments show thatquantum computers are not just a theoretical curiosity, but hold concrete, practical advan-tages over classical computers. This begs the question of how much progress has been madetoward constructing a real quantum computing device. Unfortunately, only the most basicsystems capable of storing a few qubits have been realized in the laboratory. E�orts arefocused right now on using ion traps or nuclear magnetic resonance systems to constructbasic quantum computers with 10 to 40 qubits of memory.One of the main pitfalls in constructing a working quantum computer is error. Allcomputers must be robust against the occasional ipping of a bit, and the theory of error-correcting codes for digital computers is well-established. The sources of error, however,



19are much more insidious in the quantum realm. The wavefunction of the computer cannotbe separated from that of its environment the way we can shield a classical system fromcontact with its environment. This coupling to the environment leads to all sorts of prob-lems, not the least of which is decoherence, or the disturbance of the coherent superpositionneeded to perform computation. To show how exacerbating the problem of decoherence is,merely observing the computer may destroy a computation since it collapses the computer'swavefunction!From a more theoretical perspective, studying computation has helped illuminate aspectsof physical theory itself. For instance, Feynman suggested that since computers as we con-ceive them can only work with discrete quantities, space and time may not be continuousbut discrete. These and other connections between physics and computation are profound,but we are only starting to explore them. One of the main bridges between these �elds isthe notion of information, which as we mentioned above underlies Heisenberg's acceptanceof quantum nonlocality (it cannot be used to transmit information). Perhaps large parts ofphysical theory can be translated from statements about momentum conservation or sym-metry into statements about information. It seems clear that the simulation of nature bycomputer, digital, quantum, or otherwise, still has many diverse challenges and rewards too�er us.
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